
When the price of gold settled on the 
New York COMEX yesterday at 
$1,415.00, that was its highest close 
since it ended at $1,419.00 on August 
28, 2013, nearly six years ago. 

You would have to go all the way 
back to May 6, 2013 for the last 
COMEX gold close above $1,450 or 
back to April 12, 2013 for the last time 
it settled over $1,500. 

Just a few weeks ago it might have 
seemed senseless to look back to these 
milestones.  Today, it’s different. 

For the one month period from mar-
ket closes on May 21, 2019 to June 
21, 2019, the price of gold rose almost 
10%, which almost never happens in 
so short of a time frame. 

In fact, as you can see in the table 
below, gold, silver, and palladium’s 
prices outperformed most of the 
world’s major stock indices during 
that month. 

One thing to especially keep in 
mind when checking these one-
month results is that they occurred 
with 1) major manipulations around 
the world to prop up stock prices,  
2) extreme price suppression tactics 
imposed on gold and silver prices, 

and 3) the value of the US dollar to oth-
er currencies fell about 1%. 

Had any paper financial asset such as 
stocks, bonds, or currencies jumped by 
10% in one month, this normally would 
have been headline news. 

But rising precious metals prices is hor-
rible news for the US government, the US 
dollar, and the American economy.  
Therefore, politicians, bureaucrats, and 
regular media are almost completely si-
lent on the recent strength in gold and sil-
ver prices. 

If they mentioned it at all they tried to 
create a smoke screen by attributing the 
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rise to issues such as tariffs, trade tensions 
with China, the likelihood that the Fed 
will soon cut the federal funds interest 
rate, or the threat of war with Iran.  They 
hope that people forget that such claims in 
the past generally have had little impact in 
pushing up gold’s price. 

What is really happening now is some-
thing altogether different. 

Historically, the price of gold has served 
as a report card on every nation’s govern-
ment, currency, and economy.  Therefore 
it provides a huge incentive to govern-
ments to hide their true finances from its 
citizenry. 

2019 Year To Date Results 
Through June 25, 2019 

 

Precious Metals   
Palladium              +22.4% 
Gold                +10.7% 
Platinum              +2.0% 
Silver                -1.1% 
 

Numismatics 
US MS-63 $20 St Gaudens      +8.1%% 
US MS-63 $20 Liberty        +6.8% 
US MS-65 Morgan Dollar, Pre-1921 +0.0% 
 

US Dollar vs Foreign Currencies 
Argentina Peso           +13.6% 
Sweden Krona            +4.6% 
South Korea Won          +3.9% 
Taiwan Dollar            +1.7% 
Australia Dollar           +1.3% 
New Zealand Dollar         +1.2% 
Euro                +0.9% 
Denmark Krone           +0.8% 
Great Britain Pound         +0.4% 
China Yuan             +0.0% 
India Rupee             -0.1% 
South Africa Rand          -0.1% 
Hong Kong Dollar          -0.2% 
Malaysia Ringgit          -0.2% 
Switzerland Franc          -0.6% 
Singapore Dollar          -0.6% 
Brazil Real             -0.9% 
Philippines Peso           -1.5% 
Chile Peso             -1.8% 
Indonesia Rupiah          -1.8% 
Peru New Sol            -1.9% 
Colombia Peso           -2.0% 
Mexico Peso            -2.1% 
Japan Yen              -2.3% 

Canada Dollar            -3.4% 
Israel Shekel            -3.9% 
Thailand Baht            -4.0% 
Russia Ruble            -9.9% 
 

U.S. Dollar Index     96.14    +0.03% 
 

US And World Stock Market Indices 
Shanghai Composite         +19.6% 
NASDAQ              +18.8% 
Australia S&P/ASX 200       +17.9% 
Standard & Poors 500        +16.4% 
Frankfurt Xetra DAX        +15.8% 
Sao Paulo Bovespa         +13.9% 
Dow Jones Industrial Average    +13.8% 
Russell 2000            +13.2% 
Dow Jones World (excluding US)  +10.8% 
London FT 100           +10.3% 
Nikkei 225             +5.9% 
  

10 Year US Treasury Note interest rate 
            1.994%   -25.7% 
 

Energy and Other Metals 
Crude Oil, Brent           +22.6% 
Nickel               +15.3% 
Zinc                +5.3% 
Copper               +0.4% 
Tin                 -2.3% 
Aluminum             -5.0% 
Lead                -5.4% 
Natural Gas, Henry Hub       -22.0% 
Cobalt               -52.3% 
 

Metal Content Value Of U.S. Coins 
Lincoln cent, 1959-1982        1.81¢ 
Lincoln cent, 1982-date        0.68¢ 
Jefferson nickel, non-silver       3.77¢ 
Roosevelt dime, 1965-date       1.71¢ 
Washington quarter, 1965-date     4.28¢ 
Kennedy half dollar, 1971-date     8.55¢ One Month Price Change 

May 21-June 21, 2019 
 

  Palladium         +14.2% 
  Gold            +9.7% 
  Sao Paulo Bovespa     +8.0% 
  Silver            +6.4% 
  NASDAQ         +4.3% 
 

  Dow Jones Industrial Avg +4.1% 
  Standard & Poors 500   +3.9% 
  Shanghai Composite    +3.3% 
  Dow Jones World (ex-US) +3.2% 
  Australia S&P/ASX 200  +2.3% 
 
  London FTSE 100     +1.1% 
  Frankfurt Xetra DAX    +0.4% 
  Russell 2000        +0.3% 
 
  Platinum          -0.5% 
  Nikkei 225         -0.6% 
  US 10 Year Treasury 
     Interest Rate      -15.0% 
 



For decades the US government, as 
authorized by a provision in the Gold 
Reserve Act of January 31, 1934, has 
been manipulating and suppressing the 
price of gold to keep the American 
public from understanding the extent to 
which governments at all levels in this 
country have spent themselves into in-
solvency and bankruptcy. 

The federal government may manip-
ulate precious metals prices by actions 
of the US Exchange Stabilization Fund 
(with over $100 billion in assets to mo-
bilize), through the actions of its pri-
mary trading partners or allied central 
banks, through the efforts of the Presi-
dent’s Working Group on Financial 
Markets (often called the Plunge Pro-
tection Team), or in a number of other 
ways. 

Although US government officials 
constantly claim they do not manipu-
late or suppress gold and silver prices, 
declassified documents prove they 
have done so going all the way back to 
the 1930s right up to the most recently 
released records. 

Further, as was just agreed, Merrill 
Lynch, a primary trading partner of the 
US government, will pay a $25 million 
fine for manipulating precious metals 
prices from 2008 through 2014 on the 
New York COMEX.  Charges against 
individual Merrill Lynch employees 
are pending.  See https://
www.marketwatch.com/story/merrill-
lynch-fined-by-doj-cftc-for-spoofing-
in-precious-metals-futures-2019-06-
25?mod=newsviewer_click_seemore. 

 

Why Suppression Of Gold 
And Silver Prices Is Im-
portant To Governments 

As I have previously explained, gov-
ernments at all levels in this country 
owe more than one hundred trillion 
dollars in debt plus the net present val-
ue of unfunded liabilities for employee 
pensions and retiree healthcare, Social 
Security, and Medicare.  The amounts 
are growing at least $5-10 trillion an-
nually. 

These are amounts that will never be 

(Continued from page 1) paid off in dollars of today’s value. 
At some point in the future, and it may 

not be that long, the American economy 
is facing a huge financial crisis.  The val-
ue of paper assets such at stocks, bonds, 
and currencies will plummet. 

This economic pain will not be inflict-
ed on federal, state, and local govern-
ments and government school districts, 
but on the nation’s taxpayers and citi-
zens.   

Why?   
Simple. 
Governments ultimately do not have 

any assets of their own.  The only assets 
they can use to pay for things come from 
the people through taxation, inflation of 
the money supply, and borrowing. 

(Which, by the way, means that when 
people advocate government spending, 
they are really advocating taking away 
more assets from taxpayers and citizens.) 

When governments take away more as-
sets from the private sector, that means 
that the citizens’ standard of living goes 
down. 

 

Gold And Silver Price Sup-
pression Tactics Are Failing 

As I stated earlier, the recent surge in 
gold and silver prices has little to nothing 
to do with wrangling over tariffs, the 
trade dispute with China, the risk of war 
with Iran, or other smoke screens trotted 
out by politicians and the regular media. 

Instead, price increases are happening 
because the US government’s efforts to 
suppress the price of gold, acting in con-
junction with its primary trading partners 
and allied central banks, are reaching the 
breaking point. 

In almost all commodity markets, ma-
turing contracts are fulfilled by delivery 
of the underlying physical asset.  The 
gold and silver markets are exceptions.  
Instead, well over ninety-five percent of 
gold trading around the globe is in the 
form of paper contracts. 

At some point, maturing paper con-
tracts will need to be settled by delivery 
of the physical gold.  And that’s the 
problem.  On the New York COMEX, 
for instance, the exchange’s bonded 
warehouses in the past have held regis-
tered physical gold inventories (which 
are inventories committed to being avail-
able to settle maturing COMEX con-
tracts) equal to five to twenty percent of 
the outstanding paper contracts. 

To try to minimize the rise in gold’s 
price, short-sellers have been selling 
massive quantities of paper gold, now 
near to all-time record levels on the 
COMEX.   

As of last Friday, the COMEX had 
about 572,000 open contracts represent-
ing over 57,200,000 ounces of gold 

owed.  But, COMEX warehouses held 
less than 323,000 ounces of registered 
physical gold in bonded warehouses.  
That is barely 0.5% percent coverage of 
all the gold that may need to be deliv-
ered! 

The COMEX warehouses also store 
“eligible” gold bars.  These are bars that 
are not committed for delivery against 
mature COMEX contracts.  But, because 
they are in the COMEX warehouses, 
they are available, at the discretion of 
the owners, to be reclassified to regis-
tered status and be available for delivery 
against contracts.  Still, even including 
all the eligible gold inventories, 
COMEX warehouses last Friday only 
held roughly eight million ounces. 

Thus far, the COMEX has gotten away 
with going deeper into fractional back-
ing of its open contracts because most 
holders on the long side of these con-
tracts are not interested in delivery of 
the physical metal.  Instead, they are just 
investing in the price of gold, with the 
intent of selling off their position at 
some future date.  But, as these physical 
shortages are developing, more contract 
owners are standing for delivery 

The same scam of disappearing physi-
cal inventories is now wreaking havoc 
in the London gold market, the largest 
gold exchange in the world.   

Two days ago, the amount of COMEX 
open gold contracts exceeded 580,000, 
getting close to all-time record high lev-
els. 

Selling short ever more paper con-
tracts for gold will not cure the growing 
physical shortages. 

Instead, they will  only make the inev-
itable paper gold market collapse even 
more calamitous. 

What are some manifestations of the 
shortage of physical gold?  Reports from 
South Korea are eye-opening. 

Demand for physical gold in South 
Korea has been so strong that the Korea 
Gold Exchange and Samsung Gold Ex-
change supplied twice the quantity of 
gold in April than they did in March.  In 

(Continued on page 3) 

Find more than a thousand nu-
mismatic items offered for sale 
today in our eBay stores and on 
our company’s website.  Gold, 
silver, and copper coins, exonumia, 
paper money, and other collectibles.  
On eBay, search for sellers Treas-
urechestofliberty or Collectablesoflib-
erty.  Other items are listed for sale on 
the LCS website at 
www.libertycoinservice.com. 

Patrick A. Heller’s Upcoming Speeches 
and Appearances 
 

August 6, 2019, Haslett, Michigan.  
“Oops!  A Lighthearted Review Of Design 
Mistakes On US Circulating Coins” at the 
Haslett/Okemos Kiwanis meeting at 7 AM, 
location to be determined.  Not open to the 
general public. 
 

For more information on any event or to 
arrange for a presentation at schools, senior 
citizen groups, coin clubs, Scout organiza-
tions, fraternal or business organizations,  
call 800-933-4720 or email him at 
path@libertycoinservice.com. 
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May they delivered  three times the 
amount of physical gold as in March. 

Kim Young-ho, head of KEB Hana 
Bank’s Club1 PB Center stated, 
“Previously, when a customer orders 
bullion, we were able to hand it to 
them in three days.  Recently, it 
takes us about a month to deliver.” 

By the way, even silver demand 
has soared in South Korea.  In May 
the Korea Gold Exchange sold 15 
tons of silver, which nearly doubled 
the 7.8 tons it sold in May 2018. 

It is this growing shortage of phys-
ical gold that has driven the recent 
price surge.  The price is nowhere 
near high enough to cover this short-
fall.  For this reason, I anticipate 
much higher prices, sooner rather 
than later. 

The big price move will occur 
once contract short sellers tire of 
absorbing ever greater losses as 
the prices of gold and silver con-
tinue to rise.  When they capitulate 
en masse, and increase demand to 
buy back their contracts, expect to 
see gold’s price reach many times 
its previous record high of over 
$1,900 in September 2011 and sil-
ver to soar far beyond $50. 

 

Could The US Govern-
ment Again Clobber Pre-
cious Metals Prices? 

The US government is the most fi-
nancially potent force on the planet.  
It also has the most to lose by a ris-
ing gold price—which would drive 
down the purchasing power of the 
US dollars and drive up the interest 
rate that would have to be paid on 
US Treasury debt. 

So, even though I anticipate much 
higher gold and silver prices within 
the next two years, I have to caution 
you that markets will not move in a 
straight line.  There will be periodic 
profit-taking and consolidation, even 
in an overall strong market.  There is 
also the possibility (probability?) 
that the US government may engi-
neer one more major price takedown 
in precious metals markets. 

Three times in the past three years, 
the US government has been faced 
with a soaring gold price, where the 
amount of open COMEX gold con-
tracts exceeded 580,000.  Each of 
those times, the “powers-that-
be” (read US government) managed 
to knock down gold’s price by 
around 10%.  I expect it will try to 
do so again, maybe even as early as 
next week. 

But, things are different this time.  
The shortage of physical gold cannot 

(Continued from page 2) simply be ignored or wished away.  
The awareness of so many more in-
vestors and financial advisors of 
this shortage would also work 
against any effort to clobber prices. 

Further, a past tactic to suppress 
the price of gold by pushing down 
silver has gone to such extremes, 
where the gold/silver ratio above 90 
today is close to the all-time highest 
it reached in the early 1980s, that it 
will be difficult to use it for much 
leverage one more time. 

What I’m saying is that if the US 
government does make a major ef-
fort to push down gold and silver 
prices from current levels, I doubt it 
could achieve the same percentage 
decrease as the last three times.  In 
fact, even though the US govern-
ment is a financial behemoth with 
powerful allies, it might even hap-
pen that such an effort could com-
pletely fail. 

For this reason, I advocate establishing your 
“wealth insurance” position of bullion-priced 
physical gold and silver now if you have not 
already done so—even though prices may 
soon dip. 

You will only know afterwards when gold 
and silver prices were at their final market 
bottom.  Even if they are not at their lowest 
points between now and into the future, I am 
confident they are much closer to the bottom 
than the top. 

 

The Importance Of Quality In 
Numismatics 

The obvious truth is that not all collector 
coins and paper money of the same technical 
grade have the same value. 

Coins and currencies with stronger eye ap-
peal and fewer detracting features will always 
be in more demand that other pieces.  Owning 
more desired items will almost always pay off 
more, in the long run, than the “barely-there” 
pieces that are the cheapest price. 

This is not an argument to acquire only the 
finest possible quality of a numismatic treas-
ure.  Instead, analyzing the price increments 
of a piece as the quality gets higher can help 
identify the sweet spot for best value, which 
is usually not the top grade. 

Here at Liberty Coin Service the kinds of 
coins and paper money that we seek to offer 
our retail customers are those of nice enough 
quality for grade that we would be delighted 
to repurchase them down the road.  Sure, we 
will purchase lower quality specimens, but we 
invariably end up selling these to other deal-
ers who may or may not offer their customers 
as great of a deal. 

This concept was really brought home to me 
while working with LCS Numismatist Matt 
Foltz at the large International Paper Money 
Show in Kansas City two weeks ago.  When 
examining the inventory of other dealers for 
possible purchases, he quickly accessed ex-

tensive auction records on a wide 
range of currency, often with photos 
of the notes. 

Time after time, we saw a range of 
prices at which notes of the same 
technical grade sold.  In looking at the 
photos, the notes where we ourselves 
would not want to own them for the 
condition tended to sell for lower 
prices than the beautiful specimens 
we seek.  As typical, we skipped over 
the marginal examples and kept look-
ing for the solid quality pieces. 

Of course, we do the same thing 
when looking for great values in 
coins. 

Our staff has more than two centu-
ries of numismatic experience in a 
wide range of niches.  That enables us 
to be selective and strict about the 
quality of goodies that we seek be-
cause we know value goes beyond 
what is listed in price guides or stated 
on a certificate. 

So, the numismatic offerings we 
make may not always be the absolute 
lowest price at which you can acquire 
them.  But we are confident that you 
will be happy whenever it is time to 
sell your collection that it will be de-
sirable to the next owner at a good 
price. 

One other aspect of our searching 
for bargains is that our profit does not 
direct our focus.  Our most important 
guideline is to find items that reflect 
solid value for our customers.  Once 
we locate them, then we try to figure 
out if we can acquire them so as to of-
fer them to our valued customers at a 
fair price.  We do not seek products 
solely on the basis of our potential 

(Continued on page 4) 

Summary Of Current LCS 
Recommendations For Precious 

Metals and Rare Coins 

     

How much of your total net worth should be in 
precious metals and rare coins? 

 

   Conservative  Moderate  Aggressive 
        15%          20%       25-33% 

 

How much to allocate for each category of 
precious metals and rare coins?* 

 

     Conservative  Moderate Aggressive 
Gold       40%      35%       25% 
Silver      60%      55%       50% 
Rare Coins     0%      10%       25% 
TOTAL   100%     100%    100% 

 

*Platinum and palladium both have volatile markets 
with long-term supply/demand fundamentals that are 
not as attractive as those for gold, silver or rare coins.  
While either or both might outperform gold, silver, or 
rare coins in the short- to long-term, to be 
conservative we have omitted them from our 
allocation.  



profitability, without any regard to the in-
terests of our customers when they go to 
sell the items. 

One of the rewards of taking care of our 
customers, in an industry where the aver-
age customer only lasts for one year, is 
the sizeable percentage of our customers 
who have dealt with us for 20 years or 
more. 

There are many coin dealers who look 
out for the best interests of their custom-
ers.  Unfortunately, there are also too 
many dealers with a different priority. 

 

Gold Coins 
Gold finished on the COMEX today at 

$1,411.50, up a whopping $83.25 (6.3%) 
from three weeks ago.  Before closing at a 
near 6-year high of $1,415.00 yesterday, 
gold reach an intraday high just over 
$1,438.  

There was a surge of gold sellers in the 
middle of May, when the price of gold 
sagged down into the $1,270s.  It tapered 
off once the spot prices rose back up over 
$1,300.  Then the liquidations surged 
again two weeks ago as the price kept on 
rising. 

When the spot price near $1,400 late 
last week, we then experienced an uptick 
in retail customers purchasing bullion-
priced gold coins and ingots from us. 

Even though the commodity markets are 
experiencing major shortages of 100 and 
400 ounce gold bars right now, the coins 
and ingots we handle remain in ready sup-
ply for immediate or short-delay delivery.  
In a severe supply crunch, such as we ex-
perienced in late 2009, immediate deliv-
ery could disappear. 

The low-premium gold issues we rec-
ommend continue to be the US American 
Arts Medallions (1.9%), Austria 100 Co-
rona (1.8%), the Mexico 50 Pesos 
(2.3%).  Among smaller issues the US 1/2 
Ounce American Arts Medallions 
(2.1%) are the best buy, but also consider 
the British Sovereign (5.9%). 

The US American Eagle (2.9%) at the 
current lower premium it fell to last 
months is also worth considering, since 
pre-2019-dated coins are available at pric-
es lower than the US Mint is now charg-
ing primary distributors for 2019-dated 
coins. 

For almost two years now, the premi-
ums on US Pre-1934 US Gold Coins 
mostly kept sliding closer to their gold 
value.  In the past few weeks, that anoma-
ly looks to be turning around.  Many 
coins are rising in price even more than 
just the increase in the value of their gold 
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The Month 
 

Gold Range            90.25   6.8% 
  Net Change         +83.25 
 

Silver Range            0.89    6.0% 
  Net Change          +0.54 
 

Gold/Silver Ratio            92.3 
  Net change                 +2.3 
 

Platinum Range      22.00     2.7% 
  Net Change       +14.00 
     

Platinum/Gold Ratio         0.58 
 

 Date   Gold     Silver  Platinum 
 Jun 05  1,328.25  14.75    803.00 
 Jun 06  1,337.50  14.86    804.00 
 Jun 07  1,341.25  14.99    806.00 
  

 Jun 10 1,324.75  14.60    805.00 
 Jun 11  1,326.50  14.77    814.00 
 Jun 12  1,332.00  14.75    811.00 
 Jun 13 1,339.25  14.89      810.00 
 Jun 14 1,340.00  14.80    805.00 
 

 Jun 17 1,338.75  14.83    795.00 
 Jun 18 1,346.50  14.99    802.00 
 Jun 19 1,344.50  14.95    806.00 
 Jun 20 1,393.00  15.49    806.00 
 Jun 21 1,396.25  15.29    811.00 
 

 Jun 24 1,414.25  15.37    812.00 
 Jun 25 1,415.00  15.30    810.00 
 Jun 26 1,411.50  15.29    817.00 
                      

Gold, silver and platinum quotes are work-
ing spots at 1:45 EST/EDT each day, quoted 
in U.S. dollars per troy ounce. 
 

Shanghai Gold Exchange premiums above 
London spot prices as of newsletter date: 
 

Gold : +$29.28       Silver : +$1.66 
 

 Current Shanghai Gold Exchange premiums 
can normally be tracked at 
www.didthesystemcollapse.com, but the 
information is not now current 

content.  It has been common in the past 
that these coins would lag when the gold 
spot price was rising.  Now it appears that 
the markets for them were so oversold that 
they are trying to catch up for lost time. 

I would suggest acquiring common-date 
issues of top quality Pre-1934 US Gold 
Coins but for one thing.  Prices have be-
come even more attractive for Better-
Date Pre-1934 US Gold Coins than in 
years past.  We continue to seek out such 
bargains when and where they can be 
found, but mostly only find them one-, 
two-, or a few-at-a-time.   

The rising gold price presented us with a 
dilemma.  We want our customers to ac-
quire desirable coins at great prices.  But 
we also want to find enough inventory to 
be able to satisfy all would-be buyers.  
Since we cannot do both right now, we are 
offering 31 specimens of a variety of 
dates, mintmarks, and grades of Better-

Date US $10.00 Liberty Gold Eagles At 
Bargain Prices.  While it is a bit treacher-
ous to offer these on a fixed price list with 
such a volatile gold spot price, we will 
hold these prices up to a spot price of 
$1,440 or when they have sold, whichever 
comes first.  With multiple experiences in 
the past few months of similar offers sell-
ing out quickly, I suggest you review our 
flyer sooner rather than later. 
 

Silver and Silver Coins 
Silver settled today at $15.29, up a re-

spectable 54 cents (3.7%) in the last three 
weeks.  The increase has been milder than 
what is going on in the gold market. 

I have heard that people buy gold when 
they are worried about preserving their 
wealth and buy silver if they are focused 
on making large gains.  In the current mar-
ket with such a high gold/silver ratio, the 
odds favor a better return for silver.  How-
ever, since none of knows for sure what 
the future holds, I still recommend owning 
both metals.  Within two years I think 
both will satisfy owners at preserving their 
wealth and also in providing gains. 

As mentioned last month, the shortage in 
the physical silver market is not as acute 
as it is for gold.  There was no surge in 
liquidation until the spot price reached 
$15.  Supply shortages are most apparent 
in India, which happens to be the world’s 
largest silver-consuming nation.   

Pretty much all forms of bullion-priced 
physical silver coins and ingots are in 
ready supply right now.   

Because it is a much smaller market than 
gold, silver prices can be much more vola-
tile.  Just look back at the following closes 
from ten years ago for proof: 

July 14, 2009—$19.17 
August 15, 2009—$13.00 
September 16, 2009—$10.72 
September 26, 2009—$13.67 
October 28, 2009—$9.39 
Eighteen months later, at the end of 

April 2011, the price of silver reached al-
most $50.00.  Such extreme moves can 
happen again. 

Our low premium recommended form of 
physical silver to purchase remains US 
90% Silver Coins (2.8%).  In addition to 
its low premium, it also offers great li-
quidity, legal tender status, maximum di-
visibility (a dime contains almost exactly 
1/14 of an ounce of silver), and many 
Americans still remember spending these 
coins.  



Notes from Liberty 
By Allan Beegle 

LCS Chief Numismatist 
 

Volatile precious metal prices sparked 
more customer activity.  Though June is 
not yet finished, we are on the brink of our 
highest sales month in a long time. 

Our offers of the MS-65 1902-O Morgan 
Dollars, MS-61 1895-O $10.00 Liberties, 
and all of our Star Notes sold out almost 
instantly.  I was able to locate a few more 
specimens from other dealers, but they all 
quoted a price to me that was higher than 
what we sold them to you!  When we get a 
great buy on nice coins, we really do pass 
the savings along to our customers.  Most 
items featured here and in our Ancient 
Silver Coin Bargains also sold. 

Two weeks ago, LCS Communications 
Officer Pat Heller and Numismatist Matt 
Foltz “walked the floor” at the huge Inter-
national Paper Money Show in Kansas 
City.  They had significant success in fin-
ing more US Small Size Star Note Rari-
ties, almost all of which have already sold 
to customers who called to purchase pieces 
in last month’s offer.  (Prices on what we 
have range from $55 to $475—just ask.) 

They also had success in finding an in-
teresting variety of Certified US Large 
Size Paper Money Bargains.  One speci-
men is the finest ever certified by PMG 
and the second finest graded by any ser-
vice.  Another—which happens to be a 
Star Note— is one of only 12 known sur-
viving examples and is the finest graded 
by PMG.  Yet there are also affordable 
notes priced under $200.  Equally exciting 
was Pat’s bumping into an old friend early 
in the show to be able to acquire a Rare 
1736 Pennsylvania Mortgage Printed By 
Benjamin Franklin.  The previous owner 
was able to determine this item was much 
scarcer than generally perceived when it 

-over- 

Please Note:  Liberty Coin Service will 
be closed on Thursday, July 4 for the 
Independence Day holiday. 

LCS Postage Charges 
Value of Contents  Postage Charge 
Under $100          $5 
$100-249           $10 
$250-499           $18 
$500-999           $25 
$1,000-4,999         $30 
$5,000 and higher      None 

Liberty Coin Service   Computer Quotes   2PM EDT 6.26.19         Spot Prices
          Item        Qty  Fine Wt     Price  Cost/Oz   Premium
*U.S. 1 Oz Gold Eagle 10 1.0000 1,453.50 1453.50 2.9% Gold: $1,412.50
*U.S. 1/2 Oz Gold Eagle 10 0.5000 760.00 1520.00 7.6% Silver: $15.34
*U.S. 1/4 Oz Gold Eagle 10 0.2500 390.50 1562.00 10.6% Platinum: $823.00
*U.S. 1/10 Oz Gold Eagle 10 0.1000 160.50 1605.00 13.6% Palladium: $1,546.00
*U.S. 1 Oz Gold Buffalo 10 1.0000 1,476.00 1476.00 4.5%
*U.S. 1 Oz Medallion 10 1.0000 1,439.25 1439.25 1.9%
*U.S. 1/2 Oz Medallion 10 0.5000 721.00 1442.00 2.1%  
*Australia 1 Oz Kangaroo 10 1.0000 1,477.50 1477.50 4.6%
*Austria 100 Corona 10 0.9802 1,409.50 1437.97 1.8%   
*Austria 1 Oz Philharmonic 10 1.0000 1,466.25 1466.25 3.8%
*Canada 1 Oz Maple Leaf 10 1.0000 1,453.50 1453.50 2.9%
*Canada 1x25 Maplegram 10 0.8039 1,280.75 1593.17 12.8%
*China 30 Gram Panda 10 0.9646 1,460.50 1514.10 7.2%
*China 1 Oz Panda 10 1.0000 1,510.00 1510.00 6.9%  
*Mexico 50 Peso 10 1.2057 1,742.25 1445.01 2.3%  
*S. Africa Krugerrand 10 1.0000 1,456.25 1456.25 3.1%
*1 Oz Ingot 10 1.0000 1,453.50 1453.50 2.9%  
*Austria 1 Ducat 10 0.1107 170.00 1535.68 8.7%   
*British Sovereign 10 0.2354 352.00 1495.33 5.9%
*France 20 Franc 10 0.1867 280.00 1499.73 6.2%  
*Swiss 20 Franc 10 0.1867 280.50 1502.41 6.4%    
$20 Liberty BU 10 0.9675 1,505.00 1555.56 10.1%
$20 St Gaudens BU 10 0.9675 1,505.00 1555.56 10.1%  
$20 Liberty Extremely Fine 10 0.9675 1,490.00 1540.05 9.0%  
$10 Liberty Extremely Fine 10 0.4838 770.00 1591.57 12.7%  
$10 Indian Extremely Fine 10 0.4838 790.00 1632.91 15.6%
$5 Liberty Extremely Fine 10 0.2419 390.00 1612.24 14.1%  
$5 Indian Extremely Fine 10 0.2419 435.00 1798.26 27.3%
$2.50 Liberty Extreme Fine 10 0.1209 300.00 2481.39 75.7%
$2.50 Indian Extreme Fine 10 0.1209 280.00 2315.96 64.0%   
*U.S. 90% Silver Coin 1,000 715 11,280.00 15.78 2.8%  
*U.S. 40% Silver Coin 1,000 295 4,640.00 15.73 2.5%  
*U.S. Peace Dollars, VG+ 1,000 760 16,000.00 21.05 37.2%  
*U.S. Silver Eagles 1,000 1,000 18,440.00 18.44 20.2%
*Canada Silver Maple Leaf 1,000 1,000 17,290.00 17.29 12.7%    
*100 Oz Silver Ingot 10 100 1,614.00 16.14 5.2%
*10 Oz Silver Ingot 100 10 163.40 16.34 6.5%  
*1 Oz Silver Ingot 1,000 1 16.44 16.44 7.2%     
*1 Oz Platinum Ingot 10 1.0000 871.00 871.00 5.8%  
*U.S. 1 Oz Platinum Eagle 10 1.0000 892.00 892.00 8.4%

*Canada Palladium ML 10 1.0000 1,591.00 1591.00 2.9%
 

Liberty Coin Service Call Toll-Free: (800) 527-2375 National
400 Frandor Avenue (517) 351-4720 Local
Lansing, MI   48912 (517) 351-3466 Fax
web: www.libertycoinservice.com     email: path@libertycoinservice.com
Trading Desk Hours (Eastern):      Mon-Fri 9:30AM-6PM,  Sat 10AM-2PM
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appeared in a major auction and purchased it 
at much less than he expected.  He then 
passed along some savings to LCS. 

By the way, Pat and Matt purchased many 
other US paper money bargains, that we are 
adding to the inventory offered for sale at 
www.libertycoinservice.com 

Finally, we faced a dilemma with the recent 
strong rise in precious metals prices.  Do we 
continue trying to accumulate sufficient in-
ventory to meet expected customer demand or 
do we offer them now to avoid the risk of 
prices rising further?  As usual, we opt to of-
fer a smaller quantity at the lower prices, as 
you can see in our Better Date US $10.00 
Liberties At Bargain Prices.  We will not 
raise prices even if  the spot gold price goes 
as high as $1,440.  If we still have some in 
stock if gold exceeds that level, we may have 
to increase some prices. 

Since most items offered this month are one
-of-a-kind, I am confident that there will be 
many quick sellouts.  As I regularly do, I re-
mind you to quickly check the enclosed  of-
fers, then call our Trading Desk toll-free at 
800-527-2375 to check availability and lock 
in your order. 

With the activity surge in the past few 
weeks, we have great bargains to entice you: 

Mint State Franklin Half Dollar 
Sets: If you called too late to purchase the 
Franklin-printed mortgage document, you can 
still pick up coins issued to honor this Found-
ing Father.  From 1948 to 1963, the US Mint 
issued 35 dates and mintmarks of Benjamin 

Franklin Half Dollars into circulation.  The 
reverse even respected Franklin’s preference 
that the new country’s national bird be a 
turkey instead of the eagle by including only 
a small eagle.  We have a few sets with eve-
ry coin in lovely Mint State condition, 
mounted in deluxe coin albums.  $729. 

Gettysburg National Currency 
Note:  Because of the epic Civil War bat-
tle, just about anything historic from Gettys-
burg, Pennsylvania is highly treasured.  Two 
banks in Gettysburg issued National Curren-
cy.  This Series 1929 Type 1 $10.00 Nation-
al Currency Note was issued by the US Gov-
ernment for The Gettysburg National Bank.  
Like all Small Size National Currency, it 
bears brown ink serial numbers and a Treas-
ury Seal.  The PMG-certified note is an at-
tractive Very Fine-25 and bears an interest-
ing serial number—F001000A. We do not 
recall having a Gettysburg note.  $595. 

Superb Gem Mint State-67 1936 
Albany Commemorative Half Dol-
lar:  During the all-time peak market 30 
years ago, this NGC-certified beauty honor-
ing the capital city of New York would have 
cost you almost $11,000.  The price is far 
more appealing today—at $625—but you 
rarely find attractive specimens.  We know 
because we have been hunting for them for 
more than a year.  This piece has light to 
moderate gray/gold/brown toning attesting 
to its original surfaces.   

US 5 Ounce Apollo 11 Proof Sil-

ver Dollar:  As we approach the 50th an-
niversary of the first Moon Landing in a few 
weeks, the US Mint is still backlogged on 
trying to deliver orders for the unique Com-
memorative 5 Ounce Proof Silver Dollar.  It 
is the first proof 5 ounce silver coin issued 
by the Mint, the first 5 ounce silver dollar, 
and the first scyphate (curved) 5 ounce silver 
coin.  If you are willing to wait for delivery, 
you can still order them direct from the US 
Mint for $229.95 plus postage.  To avoid the 
wait, many people are buying them online at 
$249 (and paid upwards of $300 early on).  
We have a few stunning specimens available 
for immediate delivery in original US Mint 
packaging at $239 apiece. 

Gem Mint State-65 Red And 
Brown 1894 Indian Cent:  Indian 
Cents were struck from 1859-1909.  In the 
21-year period from 1887 to 1907, the US 
Mint struck at least 37 million specimens 
each year—except in 1894.  That year, the 
Mint struck only 16,749,500 Indian Cents. 

This PCGS-certified Gem Mint State-65 
Red and Brown example has the grade con-
firmed by the Certified Acceptance Corpora-
tion (CAC).  We do not recall ever having a 
nicer specimen in inventory. 

PCGS and NGC have certified only 83 of 
this date in higher grades with either Brown, 
Red and Brown, or Red surfaces.  A match-
ing CAC-stickered piece auctioned for $900 
in February, but you can own this for $595. 

Impressive Cuban Coin Collec-
tion:  We recently purchased the largest 
collection of Cuban coins in our history (we 
also have some scarce banknotes, too).  Be-
cause online auction sites such as eBay do 
not allow listings of Cuban coins and curren-
cy, we consider Cuban coins and paper mon-
ey going back to the Spanish colonial era to 
represent wonderful values.  Call us, check 
our website, or stop by our store to review 
the selection and prices. 

Amazing Gem MS-65 1882-O 
Morgan Silver Dollar:  This PCGS-
certified coin may be about the most beauti-
ful Morgan Dollar you will ever see graded 
“only” Gem Mint State-65.  Semi-prooflike 
surfaces, virtually mark-free, frosty white. 
As a bonus, this date and grade merits our 
Highest Recommendation for appreciation 
potential with an Undervaluation Index™ of 
94.  Once sold for as much as $5,250.  You 
can own it now for $625.  PCGS Retail is 
$650, Coin Values is $725. 

Liberty Coin Service   Computer Quotes   2PM EDT 6.26.19         Spot Prices

Coins, Rolls and Sets Gold: $1,412.50
U.S. 10 pc Gold Medallion Set, 1980-1984, BU $11,075 Silver: $15.34
U.S. Morgan Dollar, 1921, Brilliant Uncirculated Roll/20 $580 Platinum: $823.00
U.S. Morgan Dollar, Pre-1921, Brilliant Uncirculated Roll/20 $825  Palladium: $1,546.00
U.S. Peace Dollar, Brilliant Uncirclated Roll/20 $490

Numismatic Coins (PCGS/NGC/ICG Graded) MS-63 MS-64 MS-65
U.S. $20.00 St Gaudens 1,535 1,605 1,780
U.S. $20.00 Liberty 1,570 1,700 2,530  
U.S. $10.00 Liberty 860 1,070 2,130
U.S. $5.00 Liberty 500 625 1,460
U.S. 4 pc Indian Gold Type Set 3,690 4,840 11,985
U.S. 4 pc Liberty Gold Type Set 3,305 3,795 6,695
U.S. 8 pc Gold Type Set 6,935 8,485 18,230
U.S. Morgan Dollar (Pre-1921)  54 64 122
U.S. Peace Dollar 40 48 100

Prices quoted are for quantities indicated, and are actual selling prices at today's
closes.  Smaller lots are available at slightly higher prices.  No Michigan Sales
Tax on rare coins or precious metals bullion.  Numismatic purchases have
a 14 day return period.  Orders for bullion-priced items (marked with *) are not
returnable and, after confirmation, cannot be cancelled.  
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by Tom Coulson, LCS General Manager, Allan Beegle, LCS Chief Nu-
mismatist and Patrick A. Heller, LCS Communications Officer 

Wow!  With the price of gold up more than 10% over 
the past five weeks, we faced a dilemma here at Liberty 
Coin Service.  For the past year we have been diligently 
seeking Pre-1934 Better-Date US Gold Coins when we 
could find them at bargain prices.  Typically, that means 
finding specimens only one-, two-, or a few-at-a-time. 

 

As of right now we have accumulated only 31 speci-
mens of Better-Date $10.00 Liberty Gold Eagles 
among 21 different dates, mintmarks, and grades. 

 

Our intent was to offer these coins at rock-bottom pric-
es when we could finally accumulate enough coins for a 
general offering.  But, as we saw with our offering of the 
1893 and 1894 MS-63 $10.00 Liberties back in February 
and our subsequent sellouts of more recent US Gold 
Coin offerings, 31 coins are just too few to satisfy all of 
our customers.   

The dilemma.  So, do we offer the modest quantity 
that we have now—or risk even higher prices while 
seeking more inventory?  As usual, we have decided to 
offer them now, at the lowest possible prices in today’s 
market. 

Still—that leaves us with another dilemma.  What if 
the spot price of gold keeps rising before you see this 
flyer?  We have decided to hold to these selling prices as 
long as the price of gold goes no higher than $1,440. 

Should the spot price exceed $1,440, we reserve the 
option to increase the selling price on some coins. 

Each of these coins listed here have been certified by 
the Professional Coin Grading Service (PCGS) or Nu-
mismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC) as well as pass-
ing our strict quality standards.  Some are among the 
finest quality that we have handled in our 48 years in 
business! 

As you might suspect, most of the coins on this list are 
one-of-a-kind.  The dates and grades where we have 
multiple specimens are: 

 

• 1881 in Choice Mint State-63 condition (4 pieces 
available) 

• 1888-S In Mint State-62 and Choice Mint State-63 
grades (2 of each grade available) 

• 1893 in Very Choice Mint State-64 (5 coins availa-
ble)  

• 1903-O Mint State-62 (2 examples available)—yes 
we have two more of these popular New Orleans 
Mint rarities after you quickly purchased the other 
specimens we offered over the past two months! 

 

There are a number of pieces offered here that are 
among the finest quality you may ever encounter (see 
total PCGS/NGC populations for the grade or higher in 
the table on the back).  In fact, twelve of the different 
dates, mintmarks, and grades have fewer than 200 speci-
mens that have ever been certified in higher condition by 
PCGS and NGC combined over the past 33 years—an 
average of fewer than six pieces per year!  Those coins 
are: 

 

• 1878 Mint State –61, only 115 graded higher than 
this coin 

• 1880 Mint State-62, with only 171 in all higher 
grades, even though the mintage is large 

• 1881 Choice Mint State-63, a meager 87 graded 
higher than these pieces—despite the huge mintage 

• 1881-S Mint State-62, just 122 nicer specimens 
• 1885-S Mint State-62, where only 185 examples 

have been certified in higher grades 
• 1888 Mint State-61, only 118 in all higher grades 
• 1888-S Choice Mint State-63, a paltry 52 coins have 

been certified nicer than these two coins 
• 1892 Choice Mint State-63, with just 80 pieces in all 

higher grades 
• 1893 Very Choice Mint State-64, despite another 

high mintage, PCGS and NGC have certified a tiny 
76 specimens nicer than the five coins we offer 
here—yet these are available at a common-date price 
while they last! 

• 1899-S Choice Mint State-63, the scarcest coin in 
this offer, where only 45 examples have received 
higher grades (note:  we repurchased this coin from 
a customer and are honored to offer it again) 

• 1903 Choice Mint State-63, where PCGS and NGC 
have certified only 102 higher quality pieces 

• 1904 Choice Mint State-63, with only 104 coins in 
all higher grades 

 

 

Better-Date 
US $10 Liberty 
Gold Eagles At 
Bargain Prices! 



As we have explained before, US Gold Coins struck up 
to the 1880s largely entered circulation.  As a conse-
quence, as noted above, high quality specimens are far 
more rare than their mintages might lead you to expect. 

As you review the list of available coins, we have to 
caution you to keep one thing in mind—the catalog val-
ues for PCGS Retail and Coin Values were figured at a 
significantly lower gold spot price.  We include this in-
formation as a guide for you, but realize that some of the 
catalog values for these Better-Date issues are now lower 
than the selling prices of the Common-Date 1901-S 
$10.00 Liberties in the same grade. 

With a limited number of coins in stock, there is no 
order blank.  First come, first served.  Please call to con-

firm availability and lock in your purchase. 
Review the list, then quickly call our Trading Desk  

toll-free at 800-527-2375.  For fastest shipment, you can 
use your Visa, Mastercard, or Discover charge cards for  
purchases shipped to the credit card billing address. 

As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction 
is guaranteed.  You have 14 days upon your receipt to 
return these coins for a full, prompt, no-questions refund. 

A final note:  Because of our strict quality standards, 
don’t be surprised if our coins certified as the same grade 
as pieces offered by other dealers are more eye-
appealing.  That gives you an advantage when it’s time 
to sell. 

 

Better Date $10.00 Liberties 
    PCGS/NGC Population     Rarity in grade+ PCGS   Coin  LCS 
Date/Mintmark Grade Mintage     for grade or higher      compared to 1901-S Retail  Values              Price* 
1878  MS-60      73,780      312   119.15x  $   990  $   950  $915 
1878  MS-61      73,780      233   156.88x  $1,270 (60)$825/(62)$1,750       $1,095 
1880  MS-62 1,644,840      973    34.57x  $   880  $1,100  $870 
1880-S  MS-60    506,250   1,358    27.37x  $   900  $   850  $820 
1881  MS-62 3,877,220   7,637      4.40x  $   775  $   925  $815 
1881  MS-63 3,877,220   1,225    20.04x  $   950  $1,000  $950 
 

1881-S  MS-62   970,000   1,243    27.06x  $   900  $   950  $895 
1882  MS-61 2,324,440 19,563      1.87x  $   770 (60)$800/(62)$825 $810 
1883  MS-61    208,700   2,188    15.37x  $   770 (60)$800/(62)$900 $820 
1885-S  MS-62    228,000      719    34.14x  $1,000  $   900  $895 
1888  MS-61    132,921      317   106.11x  $1,050 (60)$975/(62)$1,850 $935 
 

1888-S  MS-62    648,700   2,123     15.84x  $   900  $   925  $870 
1888-S  MS-63    648,700      456     53.83x  $1,150  $1,650  $995 
1892  MS-63    797,480   1,142     21.50x  $1,000  $   950  $885 
1893  MS-64 1,840,840   1,235       9.55x  $1,500  ?            $1,070 
1896  MS-62      76,270   1,555     21.63x  $   925  $1,000  $885 
 

1899-S  MS-63    841,000      192   127.85x  $1,750  $2,750            $1,395 
1903  MS-63    125,830      390     62.94x  $1,250  $   950  $995 
1903-O  MS-62    112,771   1,109     30.33x  $1,750  $1,350            $1,225 
1903-S  MS-63    538,000   1,240     19.80x  $   975  $   850  $895 
1904  MS-63    161,930      435     56.43x  $1,200  $1,400  $985 
 

For comparison 
1901-S  MS-60 2,812,750 37,175     $   765  $   800  $805 
1901-S  MS-61   36,553     $   770 (60)$800/(62)$900 $810 
1901-S  MS-62   33,636     $   800  $   900  $815 
1901-S  MS-63   24,548     $   800  $   850  $860 
1901-S  MS-64   11,797     $1,050  $1,250            $1,070 
 

* LCS selling prices are subject to increase if the gold spot price exceeds $1,440. 



by Patrick A. Heller, LCS Communications Officer and Matt Foltz, LCS 
Numismatist, eBay Sales, Currency Specialist 

At the large International Paper Money Show in Kansas 
City two weeks ago, we worked diligently to acquire a variety 
of all kinds of bargain-priced US currency. 

Here are the certified US Large Size Paper Money issues 
that we brought back.  If you wish to see larger photographs 
of them, you can view them online at 
www.libertycoinservice.com and clicking on “Current Issue” 
at the right side of the home page. 

Each note offered here has been certified by the Paper Mon-
ey Guaranty (PMG), an affiliate of the coin certification ser-
vice Numismatic Guaranty Corporation (NGC), or by PCGS 
Currency, as well as meeting our own strict quality standards. 

With only a few one-of-a-kind notes available, we have 
eliminated the order blank.  Please call to check on availabil-
ity and lock in your purchase.  After reviewing the list, call 
our Trading Desk today, toll-free, at 800-527-2375.  Con-
sult the chart on the Computer Quotes page for postage charg-
es.  For fastest shipment, you can use your Visa, Mastercard, 
or Discover charge cards to have your purchase shipped to the 
credit card billing address. (Note:  Michigan customers must 
add 6% Michigan sales tax). 

  As with all of our numismatic items, your satisfaction is 
guaranteed.  You have 14 days upon your receipt to return 
these notes for a full, prompt, no-questions refund.  

 

US $1.00 Legal Tender Note, Series of 1917, Fr# 38, Ex-
tremely Fine-40 Exceptional Paper Quality, PMG—$250, 
and Fr# 39, Choice Extremely Fine-45 Exceptional Paper 
Quality, PMG—$225.  The Fr# 38 has a printage of only 
92,740,000, much smaller than the 304,812,000 printed for 
the Fr# 39.  Consequently the PMG populations for that note 
are less than 10% that of the more common type. 

   

US $1.00 Legal Tender Note, Series of 1923, Fr# 40, Ex-
tremely Fine-40, PMG—$395, Very Choice About Uncir-
culated-58, PCGS Currency—$525, and Very Choice Un-
circulated-64 Exceptional Paper Quality, PMG—$825.  
The BEP printed less than 82 million of these notes, whereas 
it printed more than 2.4 billion of the Series 1923 $1.00 Silver 
Certificates.  A popular Red Seal and Serial Number.  The 
nicest specimen also has a scarcer 4-digit serial number.  

 

US $1.00 Silver Certificate, Series of 1896, Fr# 224, Very 
Choice Very Fine-35, PMG—$925.  This is the most afford-
able of the three exceptionally popular Educational Series of 
1896 Silver Certificates.  The design is a breath-taking work 
of art compared to US paper money today.  Looks to be of 
higher grade at first glance. 

 

US $1.00 Silver Certificate, Series of 1899. Fr# 235m,  
Very Choice Very Fine-35, PMG—$240.  A lovely speci-
men of the popular Black Eagle design.   

   

  US $1.00 Silver Certificates, Series of 1923, Fr# 237,  
Choice Uncirculated-63 Exceptional Paper Quality, 
PMG—$150, Very Choice Uncirculated-64 Exceptional 
Paper Quality, PMG—$185, Gem Uncirculated-65 Excep-
tional Paper Quality, PMG—$240.  The most common, and 
therefore most affordable, of all US Large Size Paper Money. 

US $1.00 Federal Reserve Bank Note, Series of 1918, Fr# 
717, Very Choice Uncirculated-64 Exceptional Paper 
Quality, PMG—$575.  This Green Eagle reverse is another 
popular note.  PMG has certified only 34 pieces in this grade 
and a mere 54 in all higher grades.  If this was a US coin, its 
price would be in the thousands.     

    

US $1.00 Federal Reserve Bank Note, Series of 1918, 
FR# 730*, Very Choice Very Fine, PMG—$2,995.  One of 
the scarcest pieces of US government paper money we have 
ever handled in our 48 years in business, and one of only a 
handful of any US Large Size Star Notes we have ever han-
dled.  Only 12 specimens are known to have survived, with 
this being the finest of the four pieces graded by PMG.  Prob-
ably your once-in-a-lifetime-opportunity to own this rarity.  
Need we say more? (photo above) 

 

US $1.00 Federal Reserve Note, Series of 1914 Blue Seal, 
Fr# 918, Gem Uncirculated-
66 Exceptional Paper Quali-
ty, PMG—$1,495.  This is the 
highest graded of only 32 
specimens certified by PMG.  
PCGS Currency has graded 1 
piece Superb Uncirculated-
67PPQ.  A spectacular note.     

    

US $20.00 Federal Reserve Bank Note, Series of 1914 
Blue Seal, FR# 978, Very Fine-25, PMG—$150, and Fr# 
983a, Very Fine-20, PCGS Currency—$159.  In this era, a 
$20 note could purchase a top quality men’s suit.    PMG has 
certified only 30 specimens of the first note in this grade or 
higher, while it has graded just one specimen of the second in 
this grade and only one higher (a VF-25).  Both are affordable 
rarities.  The reverse design is popular for displaying four 
forms of transportation—train, automobile, biplane, and ship. 

 

US $10.00 Gold Certificate, Series of 1922, Fr# 1173, 
Choice Fine-15, PMG—$210.  When the US government 
had a mandatory fully-compensated (at the time) redemption 
of gold coins and gold certificates in 1933, enough people 
saved the paper money in hopes of later being able to ex-
change them for gold coins that they are not so rare today.  
The obverse depicts Michael Hillegas, the co-Treasurer of the 
Continental Congress responsible for the issues of Continental 
Currency during the Revolutionary War—a hyperinflation 
debacle that resulted in the US government not again issuing 
paper money until 1861.     

    

US $20.00 Gold Certificate, Series of 1882, FR# 1178, 
Very Fine-25, PMG—$1,250.  Gold Certificates from the 
19th Century are few and far between.  It has been decades 
since the last time we handled one of these.  This is one  of 
two paper money issues commemorating the assassination of 
President James Garfield in 1881 (the other being the Series 
1882 $5.00 National Currency). 

 

US $20.00 Gold Certificate, Series of 1922, FR# 1187, 

Very Choice Very Fine-35, PMG—$495.  George Washington 
appeared on more than $1.00 notes.  This is another.  Gold 
Certificates are popular for the orange ink on the reverse. 

 Certified US Large Size 
Paper Money Bargains! 











Rare 1736 Pennsylvania Mortgage 

Printed By Benjamin Franklin! 
 Imagine being able to hold in your hand an incredibly 
scarce 283 year-old mortgage document printed by Found-
ing Father Benjamin Franklin. 

You don’t have to just imagine it.  One lucky person  will be 
able to actually hold it in their hands and own it! 

Early at the huge International Paper Money Show in Kansas 
City, Missouri two weeks ago, LCS Communications Officer 
Patrick A. Heller met up with a decades-old friend who had 
been a document researcher for a firm that specialized in Ameri-
can history.  This researcher had done exhaustive research on a 
General Loan Office of the Province of Pennsylvania mortgage 
document offered in the massive holdings auctioned in the estate 
of legendary numismatist Eric P. Newman (which auctions real-
ized more than $50 million in total).   

Using his research skills, he determined that his former com-
pany had never handled another specimen of Franklin-printed 
mortgage documents.  He also found that this particular example 
had been on display in the Franklin Museum in the 19th Centu-
ry, with notations on the back indicating that the Museum had 
either received it or deaccessed it in 1880. 

Knowing of the rarity, where he suspects there are only a 
handful of surviving examples, he attended the Newman auction 
prepared to pay a stiff price for this high quality treasure.  But, 
competing bidders who lacked his inside knowledge dropped 
out quickly, enabling him to acquire this document for far less 
than his anticipated top offer. 

Because of our long-time relationship, he discounted the docu-
ment from his asking price enough that Pat bought it on the spot. 

This mortgage was issued September 9, 1736 to Peter Lycan 
of Mooreland, Pennsylvania in the amount of 139 Pounds 10 
Shillings in British Currency.  The document has survived in 
exceptional condition for its age, suffering some typical toning 
and splits where the paper was folded.  There are two tiny spots 
of missing paper at the lower right edge and the top right corner.  
The printed lettering is still sharply embossed into the paper.  
The written information and the wax seal are all bold and intact.  
The document has been authenticated and certified as Choice 
Very Fine-30 by PCGS Currency. 

The General Land Office of the Province of Pennsylvania was 
established early in the colony’s history to facilitate land pur-
chases.  It appears that this Office typically issued a few hun-
dred mortgages per year from 1729 through the 1730s  In 1730, 
Benjamin Franklin won his first government contract to print the 
blank mortgage documents used by the General Loan Office in 
the 1730s.  Franklin later printed paper money issues for the 
Province of Pennsylvania in 1731 and 1739 and was involved 
with later monetary issues. 

Benjamin Franklin, printer.  When Samuel Keimer opened 
Philadelphia’s second printing company in 1723, he hired 17 
year-old Franklin to work for him.  Franklin left before the end 
of the year, but later returned in 1727.  In May 1728, Keimer 
employees Franklin and Hugh Meredith quit to go into partner-
ship on their own and open a third printing company.  The part-
nership dissolved in 1730, perhaps due to Meredith’s addictions 
to alcohol and gambling.  From 1730 to 1748, Franklin was the 
sole owner of his printing company.  Franklin hired Scottish 
immigrant David Hall in 1744, promoting him to foreman in 

1746.  In 1748, entered semi-retirement as a printer by forming 
the partnership of Franklin and Hall under an 18-year plan.  In 
February 1766, Franklin sold full ownership of the company to 
Hall who, three months later, elevated employee William Sellers 
to a junior partner.  The printing company of Hall and Sellers 
printed all the Continental Currency issues of the Continental 
Congress. 

 

How do you put a value on a such a rare piece of history?  We 
suspect that if the auction company had done proper research 
and shared it with bidders, it may well have sold for much more 
than the $3,750 at which you can now acquire this from Liberty 
Coin Service.   

To confirm your purchase of this fascinating piece of early 
American history, call our Trading Desk at 800-527-2375.  As 
with all of our collectibles, you have 14 days upon your receipt 
to return this items for a full, prompt, no-questions refund. 

Actual document size is 
12-5/8” high by 8-1/4” wide 
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